Supplement Collated data of Kilgore*

Parts of composition

Preludus

Ludus 1

Interpaidia

Phenomena
Performance

Performers
start playing
instruments

Performers in Virtual
Reality; Camera moves.

Ludus 2

Right performer approaches pond in VR. A
game task of pushing an object into a hole starts

Performers start using top
view with its significant
sound

Postludus

Screen: cut to new scene

Cut scene starts
Performers take up their
physical instruments

Flashing light with
sound appears

Performers play abstract melody
by jumping on objects in VR

Building appears on screen;
›ambient‹ feedback on guitar

Performers reach island with
building, ›presenting‹ the scene
to the audience by looking
around in first person view.

High intensity
flashing with
sounds of high
pitch

›Sound balls‹
appear;
flashing
disappears

Video footage starting
in VR

Performers take up
physical instruments

Performers back
in house; sound
objects reappear

Ending scene;
Performers
stop playing
and watch
screen

surfing scene starts on
screen; performers
playing their instruments

Performers enter
building; Interaction
between light and
sound

IRMA data
Realtime

Subj. 5:
“During the ›Game‹“

S

Questionaires
Static Triangles

V

V
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S
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Subj. 18:
“As they took the
controllers the music
was upstaged“

S

V

P

Subj. 9:
“As the performers
changed the view
(from the top).“

Subj. 6:
“During the missions at
the game“

S

P

V

S

V

P

Subj. 24:
“The blue color
(water/sea) attracted
a lot of attention.“

Activity / Time

* Performance at IEM Cube, March 6th 2018 by Ruben Orio & Primos Sukic.
The graph shows the focus of attention and average deviation for 5 subjects.
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Subj. 31:
“When the performers played their
gamepads, the focus shifted
completely to the screen and the
music.“

Subj. 13:
“In the Game“
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Subj. 30:
“When the game stopped
(water) the focus shifted to
the performers.“

Subj. 31:
“When the performers
played their instruments,
the screen sometimes
wasn‘t perceived at all.“

Subj. 30:
“›credits‹; zooming
out of the VR world.“
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Subj. 1:
“When the camera moved
through the landscape.“

S

V

Subj. 6:
“Parts between the
game missions.“

S

S
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Subj. 21:
“When he [the guitarist]
played with the pedals
near the end of the piece.“

P

Subj. 20:
“At the very end;
musicians also
watch the screen.“

